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1. Introduction

According to literature, entrepreneurship education (EE) teachers face difficulties in their everyday work when they attempt to combine the content of entrepreneurship and the educational methods required to teach it [1–4]. To understand this phenomenon more thoroughly, Fayolle [5] raises a question relating to the basic elements of EE: “What are we talking about when we talk about entrepreneurship education?” To overcome the conceptual confusion, researchers in the field call for theoretical and conceptual studies focusing on ontological and epistemological issues.

In entrepreneurship, there are two ontologically different theories describing its core: opportunity discovery and opportunity creation. These two theories share some key aspects; however, their ontological bases are very different. While discovery theorists see opportunities as existing independently of entrepreneurs, for creation theorists opportunities are created by entrepreneurs [6]. Moreover, discovery theorists see entrepreneurship as systematic cognitive calculation where the level of risk can be calculated and future predicted once enough information has been collected. According to this view, the reality is the same for everybody and, consequently, any intelligent entrepreneur will get the same calculation result and will be able to evaluate the feasibility of any existing opportunity. In other words, the ontological view of discovery theory is based on realism; that is, opportunities exist independently of perceptions of them [6]. However, for the creation theorists, the context is uncertain or ambiguous (i.e., entrepreneurs are unable to predict the future) [7]. The future needs to be created by human actions. Therefore, the ontological view of creation theory is based on idealism, meaning that opportunities are creations of human beings [6].

In education, behavioristic learning conception bases itself on ontological assumptions originating from realism in the same manner as discovery theory in entrepreneurship. The
knowledge to be taught is viewed to exist already and the knowledge is considered as a fact that is similar for everybody [8]. Moreover, the teacher is capable of systematically transferring this knowledge unchanged according to objectives set beforehand. Conversely, social constructionist learning conception bases itself, in line with creation theory, on idealism; knowledge is not ready to be picked up; rather, learners construct new knowledge in cooperation with peer students, using the knowledge and know-how of these colleagues as well as the support of their teachers [9, 10].

The ontological bases of behaviorism and social constructionism learning theories are fundamentally different. Behaviorists, because of their roots in realism [11, 12], believe that reality exists independently of perceptions of it. Social constructionists believe that no independent reality exists, or that reality may exist but cannot be known ex ante. Thus, they base their theoretical thinking on idealism (i.e., only our constructions of reality exist) [13, 14]. Therefore, we believe that both behaviorists and opportunity discoverers focus on external observations of observable issues (stimuli) and the reactions that follow. Thus, they reject the idea that knowledge depends on an individual’s mental state. That is, “there is no subjective element to learning—either in determining what to study or how information is interpreted, used, or understood” [15]. Social constructivists and opportunity creators believe that human beings are able to construct their own knowledge by interpreting multiple perspectives of the world, rather than by replicating only one true perspective, as viewed by realists. Thus, realism and idealism represent two polarized perspectives on reality; objective reality at one end and subjective reality consisting of multiple realities on the other. If EE teachers adopt a realist position, then, at the same time, they reject the possibility that their students will construct their own interpretations of the findings. That is, they just assume that what is reported as opportunity actually is a true opportunity. If EE teachers follow idealism, it leads them to conclude that it is students who create opportunities through exploration, collaboration, or co-creation. The opportunities they create can never be known as “true” opportunities ex ante. That is because there is no single reality, but multiple realities, none of which has precedence over the other in terms of claims to represent the truth about social phenomena [15].

The aim of this chapter is to study, from an ontological point of view, the recent theoretical developments in both entrepreneurship and education, and to discuss the impact of possible ontological discrepancies in teachers’ conceptions of entrepreneurship education. That is, we base our approach on the insight that, first, the modern entrepreneurship literature favors opportunity creation over opportunity discovery and that, simultaneously, the modern literature on education prefers the views of social constructionism to behaviorism. Second, we see that while teachers of entrepreneurship education at any level of our education system are able to match these recent theoretical standpoints, they still seem to base the entrepreneurial part of entrepreneurship education on traditional theories, rather than on the modern view of entrepreneurship. Finally, we see that teachers at the university level seem to cling to ontological conceptions of traditional theories of both entrepreneurship and education. Thus, there seems to be a mismatch in entrepreneurship teachers’ ontological conception between entrepreneurship and the educational methods teachers are using to organize their activities for entrepreneurship education.
In order to ease EE teachers’ ontological headaches in understanding entrepreneurship and education, we will first focus on literature to find out whether or not there is a mismatch between EE teachers’ conceptions of entrepreneurship and education. Second, we will focus on opportunity creation from the middle-ground perspective of critical realism to ease some of the ontological controversy in EE teachers’ conceptions of entrepreneurship and education.

2. Method

In this conceptual study, our focus is on EE teachers’ conceptions of entrepreneurship and education. The aim of the study is to clarify the ontological factors that explain the confusion EE teachers face in conceiving entrepreneurship and the methods used to teach it. In addition, we aim to depict a coherent model of ontological aspects that explicitly looks at both theoretical entities of EE: entrepreneurship and education as EE teachers’ conceptions of EE can be expected to be influenced by their conceptions of entrepreneurship and education. Because there is no shared understanding to conceptualize EE, we aim to describe EE as an integration of two domains: entrepreneurship and education.

To analyze a potential ontological mismatch in EE teachers’ conceptions between entrepreneurship and education, we first review scientific journal articles, project reports, and official European and national documents discussing EE. We then compare our findings with the feedback we have received from EE teachers at primary, secondary, and tertiary educational levels, as well as with our own personal experiences. We also juxtapose the ontological perspectives of entrepreneurship and education. Combining conceptual reasoning and empirical observations enables fruitful interplay between theory and practice. Therefore, our methodological approach follows the reflective practice described in [16, 17].
3. Literature review and analysis

3.1. Entrepreneurship

There are two entrepreneurship theories for EE teachers to choose from: opportunity discovery and opportunity creation. According to the scientific literature, these two theories share some key aspects; nevertheless, they are very different. Even though both of these theories seek to explain entrepreneurial actions and their impact on the entrepreneur’s ability to form and exploit opportunities, their ontological conceptions of opportunity, entrepreneur, and entrepreneurial decision-making differ [6]. Discovery theorists see opportunities as existing independently of entrepreneurs, and opportunities are formed by shocks in industries or markets [6, 18]. According to creation theorists, entrepreneurs create opportunities. Discovery theorists believe that entrepreneurs, as persons, differ – ex ante – from non-entrepreneurs. Creation theorists agree that there may be differences; nevertheless, those differences may be experienced only ex post. Also, the contexts where entrepreneurs make their decisions are viewed differently by discovery and creation theorists. While discoverists view the context as risky (i.e., entrepreneurs may calculate the risk level by collecting adequate amounts of information), creation theorists see the context as uncertain (i.e., entrepreneurs cannot predict the future).

Recent entrepreneurship literature favors a paradigm shift from causation to effectuation that better suits entrepreneurship in uncertain business environments [7, 19]. Causation follows the traditional decision-making process, requiring the entrepreneur to collect information for goal-setting and planning. As a consequence, the entrepreneur is able to predict future actions and events [19, 20, 21]. Thus, causation is based on the assumption that a business opportunity is first discovered, after which business functions are systematically established. Therefore, causation prefers EE that promotes understanding of business functions and business planning. We can conclude that there are obvious ontological parallels between opportunity discovery theory and causation.

In a turbulent business environment, successful entrepreneurs typically use effectuation [19, 20, 21]. Effectual entrepreneurs start by thinking of who they are, what they know and whom they know [7]. Instead of first setting goals, effectual entrepreneurs start with given resources and let goals develop over time from the imagination and actions of involved people. Thus, effectuation is based on the awareness of available resources, including the entrepreneur’s personal competences and those of stakeholders [19, 20]. We conclude that effectuation is based on the assumption that entrepreneurs create business opportunities in interaction with other stakeholders and with the environment. From the ontological perspective, effectuation and opportunity creation can thus be assimilated. In addition, the ontological perception of effectuation can be considered to match with the ontological perception of social constructionism.
3.2. Entrepreneurship education

Entrepreneurship has traditionally been viewed as needing managerial competences and knowledge about business functions. More recent scientific entrepreneurship literature, however, highlights innovative, entrepreneurial competences in turbulent operational environments. The same viewpoints can be traced in EE; while traditional EE aims to develop students’ competences as managerial entrepreneurs [22], entrepreneurship in uncertain business environments is seen as requiring creative, even playful, entrepreneurs [23, 24].

Knowledge of facts is not in the core of entrepreneurship; rather entrepreneurship is a way of thinking and acting [25]. Consequently, EE providing knowledge about entrepreneurship does not significantly promote an entrepreneurial mindset, and new approaches are required [26]. According to Engeström [27], uncertain environments require simultaneous creation and learning of new knowledge. Daring experimentation and reliance on one’s own and partners’ competences are of vital importance because it is practically impossible to collect the information required for managerial decision-making [7].

Modern EE researchers view entrepreneurship as a valid concept in all human activities, not just in business [25, 28]. Accordingly, entrepreneurship is defined broadly, including enterprising behaviors, even outside the business context. In basic education, teachers typically have a strong educational background and EE is seen as an inseparable part of other education. As a consequence, education dominates EE and the role of entrepreneurship is marginal [29].

Far too often, EE teachers follow outdated definitions of entrepreneurship. We can partly blame the ambiguous definition of entrepreneurship by the European Communities [30] and the Ministry of Education and Culture of Finland [31]. The Finnish ministry defines entrepreneurship as “the individual’s ability to translate ideas into action. It encompasses creativity, innovativeness and risk-taking, as well as an ability to plan and direct action towards the achievement of goals” [31]. Even though this definition acknowledges an individual’s creative and innovative role in “transforming ideas into action”, this definition assumes that the entrepreneurial process starts with an existing opportunity (according to discovery theory) and focuses on “risk-taking attitude (trait theory), skills to plan and meet preset goals” (managing business functions). The EE teachers seem, in their everyday work, to have problems in combining their understanding of pedagogy and entrepreneurship. As a consequence, they either adopt the discovery theory or follow their own observations of how entrepreneurs run their businesses.

Teachers with strong pedagogical backgrounds rely on learning theories based on creativity and experiential and collaborative pedagogical elements. They aim to make curricula closer to reality by utilizing company visits, business games, creativity training, self-directed learning, problem-based learning, distance learning, behavioral simulations, and lifelong learning for those working in industry [32]. Nevertheless, they base their assumptions of entrepreneurship on opposite assumptions than when considering education. In addition, teachers’ strong educational backgrounds result in educational choices overshadowing the entrepreneurial ones [33]. Approximately half of teachers put less emphasis on entrepreneurship than on education [33].
3.3. Comparison of ontological conceptions of entrepreneurship and education

There has been a shift from realism toward idealism in scientific literature on entrepreneurial processes during the early part of the first decade of this millennium. The same shift occurred significantly earlier in the educational literature [34]. In entrepreneurship, the dominant discovery theory that views opportunities as independently existing has been complemented by scholars who see opportunities as created rather than discovered [6, 35, 36]. In education, the shift means that teachers and students interactively create new knowledge together and with the environment rather than that students are given more knowledge, [12, 34, 37]. Table 1 presents our views on the main ontological characteristics of entrepreneurship and education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>Conception of entrepreneurship/opportunity</th>
<th>Conception of education/learning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Realism</td>
<td>Reality exists independently of perceptions of it; objectivist ontology/epistemology;</td>
<td>Reality exists independently of perceptions of it; objectivist ontology/epistemology;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Discovery theory: [6])</td>
<td>(Behaviorism: [12, 37])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idealism</td>
<td>Reality is creations of human actions; subjectivist ontology/epistemology;</td>
<td>Reality is construction of human behavior; subjectivist ontology/epistemology;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Creation theory: [6])</td>
<td>(Social constructionism: [13, 14])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of EE teachers’ ontological/epistemological conception of opportunity and education

According to realism, reality exists independently of the observer’s perceptions of it. The upper part of Table 1 presents (following realism) entrepreneurship according to discovery theory and education according to behaviorism. Discovery theory and behaviorism have the same ontological starting point, realism, and can therefore be seen to ontologically match with each other. Following idealism, the lower half of Table 1 presents entrepreneurship according to creation theory and education according to social constructionism. According to idealism, reality is created by the observer. We conclude that creation theory and social constructionism match ontologically.

3.4. Critical realism — A potential way forward

Realism and idealism can be considered, from the ontological perspective, as two extremities. Critical realism [38] can be located between these two extremes, and is therefore a potential way to ease EE teachers’ ontological headache. Critical realism recognizes a reality that is common to everybody, but simultaneously (in line with idealism) views this reality as always being observed and interpreted through human brains. The entrepreneurship concept of creation theory can be described using critical realism so that the objective reality provides material for entrepreneurs to create opportunities or new businesses.

The ontological bases of both discovery theory and behaviorism originate from the realist point of view. This means that, because reality exists independently of the observer [39], EE teachers, their students, and all human beings experience it in the same way [40]. As a result, EE teachers
need to focus on the content of certain means, which they know are the most feasible for their EE courses. From the learning/teaching point of view, EE teachers need to select appropriate exercises through which students learn what is important for discovering existing opportunities and for developing them successfully through actions in the context of business or elsewhere.

In contrast to the realist viewpoint of behaviorism and opportunity discovery, idealism-based creation theory and social constructionism explicitly shows that, rather than discovering the true nature of reality, people construct multiple realities based on their subjective experiences [41, 42]. Consequently, EE teachers need to focus on activities that promote students’ abilities to construct (or create) their individual reality as well as opportunities they view as feasible for that reality. Then, students will be able to carry on in transforming the created opportunities into real-life activities.

However, if EE teachers do not choose their teaching contents and methods from the matched pairs of discovery–behaviorism and creation–social constructionism (Table 1), they may, we believe, face difficulties in their teaching (e.g., how to cope with a situation in which their teaching is based on both social constructionism and discovery theory). Whereas the former rejects the notion of one true reality to be discovered by human beings, the latter is built on the very same assumption. According to this, EE teachers will be focusing on searching existing opportunities rather than on how to create them individually. This is because there is nothing to be created in the existing reality. Furthermore, if EE teachers’ conceptions of teaching and entrepreneurship in the context of EE are based on behaviorism and creation theory, trying to create something not yet existing is unnecessary or impossible if the reality is knowable and the same for all human beings (see: bricoleur in [43]). If students creatively choose their learning methods, a behavioristic EE teacher may begin to think that students are off task and need to get back to real stuff as soon as possible because, in behaviorism, “learners are told about the world and are expected to replicate its contents” [44].

The upper part of Table 1 presents the realism-based views of entrepreneurship and education, whereas the lower part follows idealism. In our story above, we have hinted that, by systematically selecting either the upper or lower part of the table for both entrepreneurship and education, one can avoid the ontological mismatch. However, real situations in the EE context may be very different. For example, EE teachers may wish to utilize teaching methods following social constructionism, even though they simultaneously take discovery theory for granted. In a different case, the deviation from the symmetrical upper or lower part of the table may mean a teacher wishes to behavioristically teach entrepreneurship according to creation theory. Is it possible to avoid the headache of ontological mismatch even if one follows Table 1 diagonally, as described in these two examples? We believe that critical realism enables the conception of reality based on realism and simultaneously accepts the construction of reality according to idealism. Thus, the dichotomy of the table may be potentially eased if one approaches the phenomenon of EE via critical realism. Table 2 explains the nature of critical realism.
When entrepreneurial process scholars talk about opportunities for future business development in the context of both startups and established firms, they refer to a wide range of actions (see: [46]). If we look at opportunity more thoroughly from a process perspective, opportunity becomes obvious at the same time as we see it, but not before [47]. Then there remain unanswered questions: What do we actually see? Do we see the opportunity as an explicit entity, or as a process? What is the nature of the opportunity, then? If we understand opportunity as an outcome rather than a starting point of the entrepreneurial process, how does this understanding affect this process?

Critical realists claim that people do not only overcome the dichotomy between discovery–creation and behaviorism–social constructionism by defining social reality as existing (the realist ontological positioning). They are also in an active position in dealing with social reality by possessing the power to either reproduce or transform preceding structures [38]. To think about the nature of opportunity more thoroughly, we see that critical realists claim that opportunity exists only in human imagination. That is, it exists as artifact (i.e., documented ideas for future business ventures, business models, or business plans) and manifests itself as imagined opportunities [49].

We believe that critical realism may overcome the dichotomy between realism and idealism by conflating them. As a consequence, human beings are in the position of entrepreneurs and are able to reproduce existing knowledge as artifacts (as in realism), or transform, construct, or create new knowledge through their own imaginations and creativity (as in idealism).

4. Findings

4.1. Ontological conceptions of EE teachers at universities

In universities, entrepreneurship education teachers tend to either adopt the discovery theory or follow their own instincts originating from their everyday observations of how entrepreneurs seem to manage their businesses. Figure 2 shows EE teachers’ typical ontological conceptions at the university level. Discovery and trait theories as well as business functions
dominate their understanding and, consequently, these traditional theories guide how EE teachers at universities run their EE courses. As a result, EE teachers typically concentrate on how to run a business rather than how to create new business opportunities or how to create a new business.

![Ontological conceptions of EE teachers at universities](http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/59272)

Figure 2. Ontological conceptions of EE teachers at universities

It is noteworthy that there is no ontological mismatch as such between these conceptions of entrepreneurship and education, despite applying the traditional behaviorist perspective on teaching and the traditional conception of entrepreneurship. However, these two outdated conceptions are not optimal because none of them acknowledge the student’s active and creative role. From the entrepreneurship viewpoint, this type of understanding means that the students are expected to discover existing opportunities, then use their gained business skills in developing successful businesses. From the educational perspective, students are viewed as passive and are expected to adopt the information their teachers have selected for them.

4.2. Ontological conceptions of EE teachers in schools at the basic education level

At the basic education level, EE teachers typically view entrepreneurship as business-related functions and entrepreneurs as opportunity discoverers as well as persons with certain characteristics or traits. Thus, EE teachers at schools share the traditional conceptions of entrepreneurship with university teachers. However, unlike university-teachers who base their teaching on behaviorism, school teachers tend to follow the social constructionist perspective in their teaching, with only some of the older teachers being exceptions. Therefore, there is a mismatch between their conceptions of entrepreneurship and education. In practice, this means that school teachers acknowledge students’ active roles in learning and their own roles as facilitators and co-learners. Nevertheless, their conception of entrepreneurship is based on traditional discovery theory, which makes it difficult for them to use their advanced educational backgrounds. Figure 3 shows EE teachers’ typical ontological conceptions at the basic education level.
Both the European Commission and the Finnish National Board of Education consider promotion of entrepreneurial behavior as a general goal for European schools. As such, this goal is in line with social constructionism. Nevertheless, a concept that includes the term *entrepreneur* but is outside of business context may cause further confusion about the meaning of entrepreneurship, as teachers typically understand entrepreneurship in a business context according to discovery theory, which is not in line with social constructionism.

### 4.3. Our proposal to ease EE teachers’ ontological mismatch—a critical realist perspective

#### 4.3.1. Theoretical basis for our proposal

We believe that EE teachers may ease the ontological mismatch they face in their teaching by selecting the conceptions of entrepreneurship as opportunity creation and education as social constructionism. However, by choosing the critical realist perspective, EE teachers can use some aspects from both idealism and realism. That is, one can accept some things as existing and simultaneously accept other things as human creations. In the context of EE, this means that EE teachers may base their everyday teachings on something that they take as given, and on something they create themselves, together with their students.

The entrepreneurial opportunity creation process typically starts after people feel they have found something interesting through observing their everyday realities (according to realism). After this finding, the opportunity process continues iteratively through creation and recreation, potentially leading to a business venture (reality is created by human actions, according to idealism). The same process often takes place outside the business context as well. This process includes elements from both realism and idealism potentially causing ontological headaches for EE teachers. Critical realism may ease these headaches.

Critical realist perspective allows us to see that entrepreneurs (i.e., key actors of the opportunity creation process) are deeply embedded in their social and natural realities (environments). This means that they may interact with other people and that they may find interesting and utilizable sources for their opportunity-creating processes. As Figure 4 shows, the construct of opportunity includes three sub-processes (future business ideating, business modeling, and
business planning). In each sub-process, the entrepreneur utilizes creative problem-solving (CPS) [50] for creating an outcome that becomes an input for the other two sub-processes in an iterative manner. Each sub-process has an idealist ontological foundation; however, the output of this sub-process is viewed as a realism-based input for other sub-processes.

Figure 4. Entrepreneurship Education (EE) as integration of entrepreneurship and education

By defining entrepreneurship as an entrepreneurial process focusing on opportunity creation and education focusing on social constructionism opens up new avenues for EE teachers and students. The EE teachers and students will be capable for creating opportunities rather than just finding them. Furthermore, EE teachers may apply this kind of process both in business context and outside of it, even in the educational context. In addition, this process is applicable at every educational level because it is up to the EE teacher and participating students to decide into which direction they order each sub-process.

4.3.2. Practical application of our proposal

Table 3 illustrates our proposal, which is based on the idea of seeing EE as an integration of entrepreneurship and education. We emphasize the importance of both these elements; entrepreneurship gives the context and education offers the method for EE teachers to facilitate students’ learning processes. Both of these EE elements can be based on critical realism. Further, we believe that seeing entrepreneurship through a process perspective will help EE teachers to overcome the confusion of comprehending how to exploit entrepreneurship in business, education, or any other non-business context. We also believe that this approach is valid at all levels of education and also outside business and economics studies. Our proposal is applicable for any activity students want to create for the benefit of themselves, their friends, their acquaintances, their customers, or their end-users. We use the term activity in any non-business context in a manner similar to the use of the term business to describe business opportunity, business modeling, and business planning.
As shown in Figure 4, we base our suggestion on the construct of opportunity consisting of three sub-processes: ideating an initial idea for future business, business modeling, and business planning. Even though these three sub-processes are typically seen as pure business-focused processes, we now apply these into the educational context and label them as follows: ideating an initial idea for a new activity, activity modeling, and activity planning. See Table 3 for details.

Our processual approach to EE starts after people have imagined and reached new thoughts during their everyday lives. Only some of these thoughts are worth further elaborating. If a thought is considered desirable enough, then it is time to start a business/activity opportunity process to creatively develop it into a full-blown business/action opportunity that is ready for implementation (or exploitation). As shown in Table 3, people will go through every sub-process by utilizing the CPS method (i.e., divergent thinking-clustering–convergent thinking in [50]). This method helps people in the position of an entrepreneur or student (or even an EE teacher) to generate a lot of possible answers to interesting questions, to create expected and unexpected combinations between them, and to then select the most desirable combination to be used as an input for further CPS actions in the next sub-process. If all combinations in clustering are felt to be unsatisfactory, people may start the sub-process again. Alternatively, they may go back a previous sub-process to create a different output.

In the position of entrepreneur or student, or even in the position of EE teacher, people start asking questions when ideating, such as: Who is the customer/end-user/beneficiary? How do I get in contact with them? What is the value proposition? What is our own commitment? (See: 4 Cs in [51]). After creating a great amount of possible and impossible answers based on divergent thinking, people try to find new, unexpected, innovative combinations between ideas (clustering) to proceed with the most promising one.

We believe that by using nine elements (value proposition, channels, customer relationships, revenue streams, key resources, key activities, key partners, and cost structure) originally developed for business (Business Model Canvas (BMC) in [51, 52]), it is possible to define all the elements of the business/activity model to understand that any change in one element will actually affect the entirety. Familiarizing with BMC helps in modeling elements of business/activity element by element, and to understand that any change in one element will actually affect the entirety. Any change may open up new avenues during the modeling process. It is useful to generate as many different versions as possible to see what may even be surprising ways to build future business/activity. The outcome of modeling represents a conceptual description of a desired model of future business or other activity and the input for the following sub-process.

According to our interpretation of EE literature, EE teachers have treated business planning as the key content of EE (at least at the secondary and tertiary levels of the education system). At the same time, some scholars in the field of entrepreneurship have questioned its importance (e.g., because of the strong focus on convergent thinking, that is, how to make rational plans for implementing the desired B/A model into real-life context [54, 55]). However, we see that from the CPS point of view, one may use creativity (defined as novel and feasible outcome) in business/activity modeling.
Entrepreneurship in business context

From everyday idea to ideating future business/action through Creative Problem Solving (CPS: divergent thinking – clustering – convergent thinking) – focus on desirability

Ideating an initial idea for future business

Including:
- Our key customer is ...
- Our value proposition ...
- We contact our customer with ...
- Our commitment to the idea ...

Ideating an initial idea for future activities

Including:
- Our activity benefits ...
- The value we try to bring to them is ...
- We contact our people with ...
- We will go as far as ...

OUTCOME/INPUT:
- This idea is the most promising!
- This is with what I/we want to proceed.
- This is how I/we like to do.

From initial idea for future action to creating Business/Activity Model through Creative Problem Solving (CPS: divergent thinking – clustering – convergent thinking) – focus on the big picture

Business Modeling (BM)
The most desirable and selected BM includes descriptions of:
- means that would generate the proposed value
- customer segmentation
- abilities and competences to execute BM
- value gathering for business venture
- entrepreneur’s satisfaction

Activity Modeling (AM)
The most desirable and selected AM includes descriptions of:
- means that would generate the proposed value
- to whom activities are meant for
- objects
- abilities and competences to execute AM
- what it will give for us

OUTCOME/INPUT:
- Conceptual description of desired activity

From Business/Action Model to creating Business Plan through Creative Problem Solving (CPS: divergent thinking – clustering – convergent thinking) – focus on implementation

Business Planning (BP)
Creating the implementation plan for the most desirable BM

Activity Planning (AP)
Creating the implementation plan for the most desirable AM

OUTCOME:
- Plan for implementing the BM/AM

Table 3. Business/action opportunity creation in the entrepreneurship education context

5. Conclusion

This chapter discussed the entrepreneurship education teachers’ ontological conceptions of entrepreneurship and education and studied potential mismatches in these conceptions. We
started with analyzing literature on entrepreneurship and education. The analyzed literature included scientific journal articles, project reports, and official documents at the European and national levels discussing EE. We concluded from this literature review that there is an ontological mismatch between entrepreneurship and education because the development of education is ahead of entrepreneurship in the paradigm shift from realism to idealism. This mismatch is visible in scientific thinking and also appears, according to our theoretical analysis and practical observations, as an ontological headache in practicing EE teachers' conceptions of entrepreneurship and education.

According to our results, EE teachers in basic education at the primary and secondary levels have a strong pedagogical education and tend to base their pedagogical thinking on social constructionism. At the same time, however, they tend to follow a traditional view of entrepreneurship that is the opposite of their pedagogical thinking. Conversely, university teachers, with backgrounds in, for example, business school or technology, all too often tend to base their pedagogical thinking on behavioristic pedagogy. At the same time, they tend to emphasize managerial competencies, business functions, etc. in entrepreneurship education. These empirical observations confirm our conclusions in the conceptual reasoning that there might be an ontological mismatch between entrepreneurship and education.

To ease the EE ontological headache, we have used the critical realist perspective in entrepreneurship and education as well as in their integration (i.e., in EE). The critical realist perspective bridges, on the one hand, realism-based discovery theory and idealism-based creation theory, and on the other, realism-based behaviorism and idealism-based social constructionism. Combining the critical realist perspective with the processual view on entrepreneurship enables acceptance that reality exists as a source for the opportunity creation process, and simultaneously, that reality is a creative outcome of human actions.

Based on critical realism, we suggest a practical model for EE teachers to use as content for their EE. We believe EE students will be able to utilize the model in both a business and non-business context when they wish to create new activities. In the business context, this may mean better abilities to create their own business startups or to create new business activities in established firms. In the non-business context, students may use the model to create activities in different types of organizations, including their schools.

In this chapter, our aim was to address the calls for theoretical and conceptual studies in entrepreneurship education focusing on ontological issues. Entrepreneurship education can be seen as an integration of entrepreneurship and education, and we argue that the ontologies of both of these EE components influence EE. Therefore, we have first juxtaposed the theoretical paradigm shifts in entrepreneurship and education from the ontological viewpoint. We have taken a first cut at building a practical model to ease the ontological headaches of EE actors with respect to the concept of entrepreneurship and the educational methods for teaching it.
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